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ABSTRACT

The hydrodynamic simulations of the sub-THz and THz response in ratchet field effect structure with several gate fingers reveal a significant responsivity enhancement compared to similar non-ratchet structures. In high mobility structures, the response exhibits a plasmonic peak with half width determined by impurity and phonon scattering and by the viscosity of the electronic fluid. The device with a feature size of 100 nm exhibits a reasonable response up to 8 THz. At high frequencies, high mobilities, and short feature sizes (on the order of 50 nm) the viscosity of the two-dimensional (2D) electronic fluid becomes a dominant attenuation mechanism. The finite ratchet structures also exhibit plasmonic peaks at lower plasmonic frequencies corresponding to the wavelengths determined by the overall length of the structures. These results are important for the modeling, design, and optimization of highly sensitive sub-THz and THz ratchet plasmonic devices.

INTRODUCTION

The resurgence of interest in the THz electronic technology applications in communications, medicine and biotechnology, VLSI testing, defect identification, homeland security, and imaging stimulated research on more efficient THz electronic detectors and sources. The multi-finger devices that can capture more of an impinging THz beam and allow for an efficient coupling of the THz electric field are of special interest. Recently, the multi finger ratchet THz detector structures have attracted a lot of attention. These structures incorporate the spatial phase shift between the periodically modulated steady state channel potential and the impinging THz field pattern. Such periodic break in the structure symmetry leads to a large enhancement in the device responsivity and to the appearance of resonant plasmonic peaks in the photovoltaic response to the THz radiation. The circularly or elliptically polarized THz radiation induces the rectified lateral current flowing in the direction along the gate fingers also exhibiting a resonant plasmonic peak in high mobility structures.

We now report on the hydrodynamic simulations of the sub-THz and THz response in ratchet field effect structures with a finite number (six) gate fingers (see Fig. 1). The potential modulation in the two-dimensional electron gas could be achieved by periodic doping varying the local threshold voltage as shown in the Fig. 1(a). The resulting electron density distributions are shown in the same Fig. 1(b) for different values of the shift between doping profile and gate structure. Fig. 2 shows the biasing arrangements used in the simulation. The biasing scheme in Fig. 1(a) is for a general case of two different AC voltages at the source and gate contacts. The biasing arrangement in Fig. 2(b) corresponds to the THz voltage induced between the source and
gate with the open drain circuit. The terahertz current flowing between the gate and source flows in the device channel being rectified due to the device nonlinearities leading to the induced DC voltage drop across the channel. The biasing scheme in Fig. 2(c) corresponds to the THz voltage induced between the source and drain resulting in the terahertz drain current. Our simulation reveals the contact effects and the appearance of low frequency modes propagating in the entire structure in contrast to the plasmonic excitations under the individual gate fingers. These results are important for the design, optimization, compact modeling, and parameter extraction of the ratchet plasmonic sub-THz and THz detectors.

---

**FIG. 1** (a) Multi-finger 2DEG ratchet structure. (b) Four upper panels: modulated positive charge density (thin lines) in the channel offset with respect to the gate. The gated regions are shaded in the figure. The base donor sheet charge density is $0.7 \times 10^{16} \text{ m}^{-2}$; the high donor sheet charge density is $2.8 \times 10^{16} \text{ m}^{-2}$. Contact regions sheet charge density $5.6 \times 10^{16} \text{ m}^{-2}$. Numbers show the shift of the high modulating charge with respect to the finger position. Computed electron density distributions are shown in red (color on-line). The lowest panel is for the case of the uniform doping density between the highly doped contact regions. The gate-to-source voltage $V_{gs} = -0.3 \text{V}$, higher than the single gate threshold voltage which was estimated to be about $-0.5 \text{V}$. 
FIG. 2. (a) General biasing scheme with two AC inputs and two impedances. Simpler biasing arrangements used in the simulation: (b) THz voltage is induced between the source and gate with the open drain circuit \((Z_{gd} = \infty)\), (c) THz voltage induced between the source and drain resulting in the terahertz drain current \((U_b = U_a, Z_{gs} = Z_{gd})\).

**Equations and boundary conditions.**

Here we will describe our hydrodynamic model\(^2\). The model equations are the continuity equation:

\[
\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (nu) = 0,
\]

the Navier-Stokes equation

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + (u \cdot \nabla)u + \frac{e}{m} \nabla U + \frac{1}{n} \nabla P + \frac{u}{\tau} - \nu \nabla^2 u = 0,
\]

and the energy balance equation relating electron temperature and hydrodynamic velocity\(^2\). For small signals the temperature variation across the device is relatively small and the energy balance equation is not included in our simulations for this paper. Here \(n\) is the 2DEG density, \(u\) is the 2D hydrodynamic (or drift) velocity, \(m\) is the electron effective mass, \(\nu\) is the kinematic viscosity coefficient, \(U\) is the channel potential, \(P\) is pressure, \(\tau = \mu m/e\) is the momentum relaxation time, and \(\mu\) is electron mobility in the channel.

To the order in which the hydrodynamic model is derived from the quasi-classical Boltzmann equation, the pressure \(P\) and the internal energy per electron \(\Sigma\) at temperature \(T\) are given by
\[ P = \frac{n \Sigma}{m} = \frac{n k_B T F_1(\xi)}{F_0(\xi)}, \]  

(3)

where \( \xi \) is the chemical potential in units of \( k_B T \): \( \xi = \ln[\exp(E_F/k_B T) - 1] \) and Fermi energy \( E_F = \pi \hbar^2 n/m \). \( F_d(\xi) \) is the Fermi integral, defined as

\[ F_m(y) = \int_0^y \frac{x^m}{1 + \exp(x - y)} \quad . \]  

(4)

The analysis of hydrodynamic equations using the unified charge control model for a single finger gate was reported in reference 21. Here we solve hydrodynamic equations coupled to the Poisson equation. An estimate of viscosity for electrons in a gated channel can be obtained using the low temperature approximation\(^2\^2:\)

\[ \nu \approx \frac{2 \hbar \tau_F^2}{\pi m \tau^2} \ln\left( \frac{2T_F}{T} \right) \]  

(5)

where \( T_F \) is the Fermi temperature and \( \hbar \) is Plank’s constant. For the simulated structure with an approximate density of \( 7.5 \times 10^{11} \) cm\(^{-2} \) \( T_F = 510 \) K and the effective electron mass \( m = 0.041 m_o \), we obtain \( \nu = 42.4 \) cm\(^2\)/s.

To calculate the electric potential in the channel, we used the simplified device geometry (shown in the inset of Fig. 4a) where the source and the drain contacts are in the same plane as the channel, and the source, drain and gate contacts are infinitely thin. The source, drain and gate are assumed to be ideal conductors with a constant voltage across the metal. For our simplified geometry, the charge from the ionized donors is also assumed to be in the plane of the channel. In our calculation, we do not account for the effect of the chemical potential on the difference between the voltage applied between the source and the gate (or drain and gate) and the electric potential. This can lead to a small artificial voltage between source and drain in the case of the scheme shown in Fig. 2b, and a small current in the case of the scheme shown in Fig. 2c, when no THz signal is applied. This voltage or current is subtracted out of the results when a THz signal is applied. The electric potential and the charge distribution in the channel and contacts are related through the Poisson equation, in SI units:

\[ \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial z^2} = \frac{e}{\varepsilon \varepsilon_0} n_T(x,y) \delta(z), \]  

(6)

where \( -L_s - L/2 < x < L/2 + L_d, L \) is the length of the channel, \( L_s \) and \( L_d \) are lengths of the source and drain metal contacts, respectively, \( e \) is the absolute value of the electron charge, \( \varepsilon_s \) is the dielectric permittivity, and \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum. In the channel the total charge density is related to the electron density \( n(x,y) \) in Eq. (1) by

\[ n_T(x,y) = n(x,y) - N_{donor}^+(x,y), \quad |x| < L/2 \]  

(7)
where $N_{\text{donor}}^+$ is the density of the donors in the channel plane, see Fig. 1(b).

The simulations were performed for two types of the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions for the detector with the voltage output, Fig. 2(b), used in the simulation are

$$U(x = -L/2) = U_{a0} \cos(\omega t) + V_g$$

$$\frac{\partial Q_{\text{drain}}}{\partial t} = -en(x = L/2)u(x = L/2)W$$

$$\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad x = L/2$$

where $W$ is the width of the device. $Q_{\text{drain}}$ is the total charge on the drain contact obtained by solving the Poisson equation for the electric potential with the Eq. (8b), and determines the voltage at the drain contact. Eq. (8b) describes continuity of current at the interface of the channel and the drain contact. The boundary conditions for the detector with the rectified drain current output, Fig. 2c, are

$$U(x = -L/2) = U_{a0} \cos(\omega t)/2 + V_g$$

$$U(x = L/2) = -U_{a0} \cos(\omega t)/2 + V_g$$

and Eq. (8c).

Rozhansky et. al.\textsuperscript{18} showed that a phase shift between a static periodic device potential and a spatially periodic impinging THz field can result in a significant increase in the device response. The analysis of ref. 18 was based on a space-harmonic electric potentials in an infinitely long device. In our device the THz field is applied between the gate and the source (and the drain in the case of the current output device) similar to the original work of Dyakonov and Shur\textsuperscript{11}. In addition, our device has a finite number of gate fingers and we directly calculate the resulting potentials self-consistently. Fig. 3 shows the static potential due to the periodic doping, and the envelope of the induced terahertz electric field for our device. It can be seen that the majority of the induced electric field is between the first gate and the source (and the last gate and the drain in the current output device). A small periodic electric field is induced and the phase shift between the envelope of the THz signal and the static device potential can be controlled in the device fabrication\textsuperscript{23}.
FIG. 3: Static potential due to the periodic doping (black line), and the envelope of the induced terahertz electric field for the device with a voltage output (dashed red line) and the device with a current output (dotted blue line) (color on-line).

Table 1 lists the parameters used in the simulation. Most of these parameters came from the Semiconductor Parameter Handbook with the rest given in Reference 21.

Table 1. Parameters used in the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective mass</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>3500 to 40000</td>
<td>cm²/Vs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold voltage</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>cm²/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice temperature</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device width</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source-to-drain separation</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate finger separation</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate finger length</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier layer thickness</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric permittivity</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 4(a) shows the DC voltage change between source and drain induced by the THz signal for biasing scheme of Fig. 2(b) for different values of the channel modulation placement with respect to the gate fingers, with a channel mobility of 3500 cm²/Vs. Fig. 4(b) shows the output drain current induced by the THz signal for biasing scheme of Fig. 2(c). For the current output device (Fig. 4b), the doping offsets of 0 nm or 125 nm result in a device that is completely symmetric, with the THz harmonic field being completely anti-symmetric. In this case, there is no distinction between the source and the drain, and the current must be zero. (A small numerical
error can be seen in our calculation at high frequency.) The sign of the DC current is determined by the sign of the offset position.

![Figure 4](image)

**FIG. 4.** (a) DC voltage change between source and drain induced by the THz signal (negative of drain-to-source voltage) for biasing scheme of Fig. 2(b). (b) Drain current induced by the THz signal (for biasing scheme of Fig. 2(c).) The input signal amplitude 5 mV. The numbers in the legends are the offsets of the highly doped regions with respect to the gate fingers (in nm) shown in Fig. 1(a). The electron channel mobility is 3500 cm²/Vs, the gate finger length is 100 nm, and the ungated section length is 150 nm. The inset shows simplified device geometry used in our model.

In order to distinguish individual resonances and better understand the results, we also show the response for a detector with high mobility of 40000 cm²/Vs in Fig. 5, for the two biasing schemes. Such high mobility may be possible at cryogenic temperatures.

![Figure 5](image)
FIG. 5. (a) DC voltage change between source and drain induced by the THz signal for biasing scheme of Fig. 2(b) for the high mobility case, $\mu = 40000 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V}s$, dashed line shows response of the InGaAs HEMT with uniform doping $1.4 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-2}$. (b) Drain current induced by the THz signal for biasing scheme of Fig. 2(c). The numbers in the insets are the offsets of the highly doped regions with respect to the gate fingers (in nm).

Both boundary conditions show a large peak around a frequency of 2.32 THz. An analytical approximation for the frequency of this peak can be obtained from plasma velocities $s_g$ and $s_{ug}$ corresponding to the gated and ungated sections of lengths $L_g$ and $L_{ug}$, correspondingly:

$$f_p = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{s_{ug}}{L_{ug}} + \frac{s_g}{L_g} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The velocities are given by

$$s_{ug} = \sqrt{\frac{e^2 n}{2 \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_s q m}},$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

where we set $q = \pi/(L_{ug} + L_g)$, assuming that we have a half wave per period, and

$$s_g = \sqrt{\frac{\eta k_B T}{m} \ln \left( 1 + e^{\frac{e U_0}{\eta k_B T}} \right) \left( 1 + e^{-\frac{e U_0}{\eta k_B T}} \right)},$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $\eta$ is a non-ideality factor$^{21}$ and $U_0$ is the gate voltage above the threshold, $U_0 = U_g - U_i$. For $U_0 > 0$ the plasma velocity in the gated section can be approximated as $s_g \approx \sqrt{e U_0 / m}$, while for $U_0 < 0$ $s_g \approx \sqrt{\eta k_B T / m}$. In this analytical approximation we ignored the change in $U_0$ due to the doping density changing the effective threshold voltage, ignored the edge effects, assumed that $L_g$ is much larger than the gate to channel distance, and did not include pressure effects and effect of the transition regions between gated and ungated sections. Fig. 6 shows the drain current for the current output device for three different values of the lengths of the gated and ungated sections. The resonant values obtained from the analytical approximation of Eq. (10) are indicated in the figure. For the three cases of $L_g = 100 \text{ nm}$ and $L_{ug} = 150 \text{ nm}$, $L_g = 100$ and $L_{ug} = 300 \text{ nm}$, $L_g = 200 \text{ nm}$ and $L_{ug} = 150 \text{ nm}$, Eq. (10) gives $f_p = 2.23$ THz, 1.47 THz, and 1.51 THz, correspondingly. As seen in Fig. 6, these values are within a few percent of the numerically computed resonant frequencies.
FIG. 6. Drain current induced by a terahertz signal for the biasing scheme of Fig. 2c for three different devices. For each device an arrow shows the estimated fundamental peak frequency. For the device # 1 $L_g$ = 100 nm and $L_{ug}$ = 150 nm, for the device # 2 $L_g$ = 100 nm and $L_{ug}$ = 300 nm, for the device # 3 $L_g$ = 200 nm and $L_{ug}$ = 150 nm.

The asymmetry induced by the ratchet modulation enables the rectification of the drain to source THz voltage. When the THz radiation couples to the device via the interconnect wiring or specially designed antennas, generally speaking, the THz voltages are induced between the source and gate and source and drain (see Fig. 2(a), which is similar to Fig. 1(c) from ref. 25). We label these THz signal induced voltages $U_a$ and $U_b$, with the amplitudes $U_{a0}$ and $U_{b0}$ respectively. In the case of small signals, when $U_{a0}$ and $U_{b0}$ are small compared to the gate voltage swing $U_0 > 0$, using perturbation analysis it is possible to obtain an analytical approximation for the induced DC voltage. The resulting response $U_{DC}$ for the collision dominated case (low mobility) for a long symmetrical device and open circuit boundary conditions at the drain is given by

$$U_{DC} = -\frac{U_{a0}^2 - U_{b0}^2}{4U_o}. \quad (13)$$

Eq. (13) is valid for small AC signals above threshold. For a short symmetrical device, the response depends on the phase difference $\theta$ between $U_a = U_{a0} \sin(\omega t)$ and $U_b = U_{b0} \sin(\omega t + \theta)$

$$U_{DC} = -\alpha \left( |U_{a0}|^2 - |U_{b0}|^2 \right) - \beta U_{a0} U_{b0} \sin \theta. \quad (14)$$

Parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are complicated functions of the gate length and load and input impedances. Whereas for a symmetrical device the value of $\beta$ is determined by the difference between the impedances $Z_{gs}$ and $Z_{gd}$, this coefficient is determined by the internal asymmetry of the ratchet.
device and the response $U_{DC} = I_{DS} R_{DS}$, where $I_{DS}$ and $R_{DS}$ are the calculated drain-to-source DC current (for the biasing scheme of Fig. 2(c)) and drain-to-source DC resistance, respectively.

As was discussed in the references 11 and 21, the electron viscosity plays an important role contributing to the plasmon attenuation. The effect of viscosity is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for the case of the current output device for two different lengths of the gate finger, for low and high mobility cases, respectively.

As seen from Fig. 8, the viscosity has noticeable effect at the plasmonic maximum at around 2.5 THz for the 100 nm devices and dominant effect at all plasmonic maxima for the 50 nm device and for the 100 nm device above 3 THz. Viscosity has only a limited effect in the low mobility structures, see Fig. 7. For a qualitative estimate of the gate finger length for where the viscosity
starts playing a role we can use the plasmon dispersion relation between frequency $\omega$ and wave-vector $k$ obtained in the linear approximation of the hydrodynamic equations$^{21}$:

$$\omega^2 + i\omega/\tau - k^2 \left( s^2 - i\nu\omega \right) = 0.$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

The viscosity effect becomes important when the momentum relaxation $1/\tau$ is equal to the viscosity damping $\nu k^2$. For the plasmon wavelength equal to $2L$ the viscosity effect is significant for the gate finger length on the order of $L < L_{cr} = \sqrt{\frac{\pi^2}{4\nu} \frac{m_\mu}{e}}$. This gives $L_{cr} = 58\text{nm}$ for the electron mobility $\mu = 3500 \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs}$ and $L_{cr} = 198 \text{ nm}$ for $\mu = 40000 \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs}$.

The simulation results reveal two new features of the THz response. First, the new feature (not revealed by the analytical model$^{18}$) is that the THz induced rectified current changes sign at high frequency. This change occurs at the frequency at which the phase shift due to the plasma wave propagation along the offset distance $\Delta \phi = \omega \Delta x / s$ is equal to $n\pi$. Here $\Delta x$ is the offset of the ratchet structure (see Fig. 1). As seen from figures 4 - 7 this frequency is nearly 4.5 THz and 9 THz independently of the low field mobility. This change in sign could be interpreted as the phase shift of the plasma wave propagating in the region between the gated and modulated electron density regions. The sign changes when

$$f_{\text{sign}} = \frac{s}{2\Delta x}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (16)

Here $f_{\text{sign}}$ is the frequency at which the rectified current changes sign. Measuring this frequency should allow for accurate plasma velocity extraction.

Another important feature is merging of the plasmons in the gated and ungated sections of the channel and the appearance of the plasmonic maxima at lower frequencies (see Fig. 5a). These peaks occur at high values of the low field mobility. The analytical model did not predict these peaks because it was considering an infinite number of the identical cells of the ratchet plasmonic crystal. The wave-forms of the propagating plasma waves can be seen by plotting current as a function of position at different times. In Fig. 9 the current as a function of position along the 100 nm gate finger current output device (Fig. 2c) is shown at instances separated by time intervals of one tenth of the period $1/f$, for four resonant frequencies.
FIG. 9. Current profiles at different frequencies. The lines correspond to time instances separated by $0.1f$. The time sequence is indicated by the color (on-line): black, green, red, cyan, blue, and orange.

While the resonant wave at $f = 2.35$ THz can be described as a plasma resonance of the single gate finger half-wave device, Eq. (10), in general the interpretation of the oscillations require the modeling of the whole multi-finger device. At lower frequencies, figures 9a-9c, the plasma wave propagates through the device, while at higher frequencies, Fig. 9d, the oscillations are viscosity damped and confined to the regions of the end fingers.

CONCLUSIONS.

The hydrodynamic simulations confirm the appearance of the plasmonic peaks at the fundamental frequency of the gated plasmons in the ratchet structures with a finite number of the gate fingers. But these simulations also reveal the appearance of lower frequency plasmonic peaks with the wavelengths determined by the overall device length. In the analytical theory of the infinite plasmonic ratchet structures, such peaks degenerate into a zero frequency response peak. The built-in asymmetry of the ratchet structures allows for the drain to source current
response to the THz signal applied between the source and drain contacts. In the symmetrical structures, a similar response could be induced by the applied DC current breaking the symmetry. We found that the frequency of the main resonance can be approximated by a simple analytical formula for a junction of one gated and one ungated sections of the channel, while the frequencies of other resonances have to be obtained from numerical solution for the whole multi-fingered structure. The ratchet structure asymmetry can enhance the response beyond conventional grating gate structure, when the ratchet response add constructively with the conventional response. Even in relatively low mobility structures, the enhancement is about a factor of 2 or 3. The ratchet structures operating in the resonance plasmonic regime are the plasmonic THz detectors with the highest responsivity. The ratchet response is strongly dependent on how the THz radiation is coupled to the structure. For coupling that applies the THz voltage between the drain and source, the shape of the response dependence on frequency changes dramatically, primarily a viscosity damping effect. The analytical model developed in ref. 18 predicted large plasmonic peaks for both lateral and longitudinal current components but did not account for the viscosity, $\nu$, of the electronic fluid, which causes an additional dissipation rate \(^1\) on the order of $\nu k^2$, where $k \sim 2\pi/L_g$ is the plasmon wave vector and $L_g$ is the gate finger length (the exact relationship between $k$ and $L$ depends on the boundary conditions). The response exhibits a plasmonic peak with half width determined by impurity and phonon scattering and by the viscosity of the electronic fluid. At high frequencies, high mobilities, and short feature sizes (on the order of 50 nm) viscosity becomes a dominant attenuation mechanism. This must be accounted for in the design of sub-THz, THz, and far infrared devices.
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In future work, we would like to simulate the effect of the THz signal impinging directly onto the device. This would most likely lead to a much larger periodic envelope while reducing the edge effects.

